What item that you wash do you have a hard time getting clean?

You can depend on Maytag brand with features like the

POWERWASH® CYCLE

Top 3 Features

- **POWERWASH®**
  Best Cleaning in its Class Driven by the PowerWash® Cycle.

- **SOAKING CYCLES**
  Soak and wash in one cycle. Skip a trip to the laundry room with soaking cycles that start washing whites and colors as soon as they’re done soaking.

- **WATER LEVEL SELECTION**
  Choose the water level you need for the cycle you want.

DID YOU KNOW?

The PowerWash Cycle boosts cleaning action with heated water to drive the Best Cleaning in its Class.

NOTE: Some prototypes shown, production models may vary. Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve.

*Based on 14-lb load, among leading top load brands, 3.9 cu. ft. and below capacity agitator washers, PowerWash® cycle vs. comparable cycles and settings.
DEMO

Show the PowerWash® Cycle on the unit and explain the benefits of the cycle.

STEP UP TO MODEL
MVWC565FW
Wash more in a single load with an increased capacity of 4.2 cu. ft.

MADE TO MATCH

Tell your customers how today’s washers and dryers are designed to complement each other in performance and capacity.

ME/GDC465HW

STEP DURESS CUSTOMERS UP TO BETTER STYLE & PERFORMANCE